American Morgan Horse Register

REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE

THE MORGAN HORSE
The pride and product of America

This Certifies that the Morgan

MARE

NAME: UC ROSE PETAL

No. 0160650
"Qualified by DNA Testing"

FOALED April 4, 2015

COLOR: BAY
MARKED: CONNECTED STRIP, SNIP. DARK EYES. LEFT HIND PASTERN. MEDIAN COWLICK ABOVE EYE LEVEL.

BRED BY University Of Connecticut Animal Science Dept., Storrs, CT

UC DOC DANIEL 114283
BAY DNA QRT

UC DOC SANCHEZ 175905
BAY QDNA

UC TEE TIME 0136663
BAY DNA QRT

UC TORAHOBO 124204
BRWN DNA QRT

SONG OF COURAGE 0107382
CHNT DNA SBT

UPLAND ELI 15116
BAY BT

IMM MANNIE B 99375
BRWN DNA SBT

BO-ELLEN 020492
BLF

ULTIMATE CREATION 72156
B/DC DNA SBT

VICTORIA COMMAND 029954
BRWN SBT

UVM ELITE 30251
BAY BT

UVM WATCHMAN 22343
BAY BT

UVM TEA TIME 018892
BAY

LEDGEMERE BOUNTY 17853
CHNT BT

UC DONATION 015402
CHNT

TEDMUN TAUERNE 78027
BAY DNA QRT

UC FASCINATION 016493
BLK BT

 COURAGE OF EQUINOX 23622
CHNT DNA SBT

UC TAFFY 013777
CHNT

POXY NIGHTHAWK 13267
BLK BT

UPLAND HEATHER 018806
BAY

ORCLAND BO-DON 15535
BLK BT

CHEENA 011616
CHNT BT

CHARLEY SUPERMAN 12194
CHNT BT

TROPHY'S CUPID 010705
CHNT

WASEEKA'S IN COMMAND 16031
BAY BT

HELLO DOLLY 013574
BRWN

Current Record Owner is registered in the American Morgan Horse Register

Given this 4 day of February 2015

THF AMERICAN MORGAN HORSE ASSOCIATION, INC.

REGISTRAR

Cecia E. Parker